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Proto-planetary discs

• we are in the era of resolved imaging – seeing planets form

Image credit: Stephanie Sallum et al.



Proto-planetary discs

• we are in the era of resolved imaging – seeing planets form



Green Bank Telescope: radio surveys



GBT: a disc mass census

• dust spectra decline into radio regime: roughly, three 
different maximum-sizes for the grains



GBT: a disc mass census

• there is not a huge ‘missing mass’ component – but more 
discs are in the regime of the ‘minimum mass solar nebula’



PEBBLeS

• the Planet-Earth Building-Blocks Legacy eMERLIN Survey
• (we’re hiring: ask if interested in PDRA position!)

Emily Drabek-Maunder, Anita Richards



The GBT anomaly

source freq.(GHz) flux(mJy) error(mJy)

V892 Tau 27.75 1.607 0.148
31.25 1.820 0.169
34.75 1.854 0.170
38.25 1.168 0.148



Anomalous microwave emission

image: C T Hoang



V892 Tau: GBT, AMI data + VLA, ATCA, CARMA, BIMA



GBT 4mm



• a massive data reduction/trawl exercise showed none of the 
other radio-observed stars have this feature



What is special about these stars?

• only distinction: Herbig Ae of high effective temperature

(GAIA)



!!! … these are the only 3 stars with nano-diamonds detected 
in their discs, through infrared features



Nano-diamonds!?
from: Collect. Czech. Chem. Commun. 1933



• IR spectral features first noticed in 1980 (Blades & Whittet) 
later attributed to tetrahedral hydrogenated nano-diamonds

Pirali et al. 2007



• types of diamond present 
in some interstellar clouds, 
evolved star envelopes and 
pre-main-sequence discs 
are not clear
• Examples: C22H28

+ and 
C87H76 have a strong 3.53 
micron feature

• these particles are ~0.8-1.2 
nm long – scale similar to 
meteorite inclusions

Bauschlicher et al. 2007



Statistics

• it is unlikely that finding the same 3 stars twice is coincidental
• Pchance = 0.0035% (or ~0.01% with severe correction for biases)

• for causation, need to show that only these 3 systems should 
show both AME and IR features – via same carrier particles 

25…………. 7911          3



• can show this isn’t due simply to poor detection limits
• diamonds really are distinctive of these discs (unlike e.g. PAHs)



A relation to AME

• nano-particles can spin very rapidly (collisions, thermal…)

• if they have an electric dipole moment, dipole radiation is 
produced at the spin frequency

• (like PAHs) hydrogenated nano-diamonds will have an 
electric dipole moment if the charge distribution is not 
symmetrical

• previous theory for discs (Rafikov) has taken structure as 
arbitrary, but here we have clues…



Analysis (Greaves, Scaife, Frayer, Green, Mason & Smith 2018: Nature Astronomy)

• calculate power 
radiated by a single 
particle



Analysis (Greaves, Scaife, Frayer, Green, Mason &Smith 2018: Nature Astronomy)

• calculate the 
spectrum for an 
ensemble of 
particles
• peak frequency 

depends on size, 
density and 
temperature of 
particles



Analysis (Greaves, Scaife, Frayer, Green, Mason &Smith 2018: Nature Astronomy)

• for the discs, the 
locations of the 
nano-diamonds 
are constrained

• the temperatures 
are then bounded 
by chemical 
stability and disc 
models
• hot = disc 

atmospheres



Disc details: V892 Tau

Claire Chandler / Disks@EVLA

Goto et al. 2009



Results of AME fitting



Results of AME fitting

• there are only 
two free 
parameters: 
diamond size 
and abundance

• But NB
• the dipole 

moment scales 
the abundance

• the excitation 
temperature 
scales the size



Results of AME fitting

• the particle sizes and 
abundances came out 
similar in all three 
systems
• in spite of them being 

different (in Teff, L*) 

• natural fit to spectra 
with different peak  
frequencies and signal 
amplitudes (no 
forcing!)



Main results

• our model particles have ~200-700 C-atoms
• e.g. for HD 97048, a 6-layer pyramid; a similar-sized 5-layer pyramid 

had been used previously to get a good IR-spectrum fit

• extreme assumptions can still work
• e.g. suppose the excitation temperature << gas temperature

• diamonds then shrink to size of smallest pyramid (C10H16), also a 
possible contributor to spectrum

• e.g. suppose dipole moments very small (single C-H bond or e-)

• diamond abundance versus carbon then rises to 1-2% - similar to 
abundance estimated independently for interstellar clouds

• so room for more work, but completely functional hypothesis



Main results

• the three detected systems all have LAME/L* ~ (1-3) 10-9

• deeper observations might pick up more AME-producing discs

• the three AME hosts are our three hottest stars*

• UV flux is very sensitive to Teff: e.g. a 10% rise can double flux at ~200 
nm, where an absorbance band lies for some nano-diamonds

• adopting the constant LAME/L* value plus a threshold Teff of 
10,000 K, no other systems in our sample would be expected 
to have detectable AME and IR features

* one star, CD-42 11721, is also hot, but GAIA has since shown it to be very distant



Inferences & implications

• this provides a way to unite seeing nano-diamonds excited 
around very luminous young stars with finding them (in 
meteorites) around the low-luminosity Sun

• nano-diamonds may be hard to detect, but they crop up in a 
wide range of environments (discs, stellar envelopes, 
clouds…) and are probably easy to disperse (winds, ejecta) 

• widespread nano-diamonds could thus be the carrier particle 
for AME more widely (our galaxy and others?) – TBD!



… insights from 
diverse areas have 
been very helpful in 
this serendipitous 
work – please add 
yours! 


